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from Permanent Healing by Dr. Daniel R. Condron, copyright SOM Permanent Healing contains an extensive listing of
diseases/disorders including the mental attitudinal cause and suggestions for the change that will bring about healing permanently.

We all know that tension can cause headaches, fear can cause breathing restrictions, nervousness can cause
sweaty palms, etc. It is clear that there is a definite relationship between our emotional and our physical self.
Realizing this connection makes finding, or at least being aware of, the emotional roots of physical disease
quite important if we want to truly heal. Some of Louise L. Finding the Connection Four books are available
in which you can look up specific ailments and their probable emotional causes. They are listed below. All
four books are also listed on my recommended reading page along with a short review. The fourth book is by
far the most extensive in linking the physical and emotional. It does not include positives to replace the
negatives with. It contains strong language so there is a warning on the back that it is for mature readers only.
One way or another this book is a fabulous reference book! If you would like to know probable causes for one
or two physical issues that you have, I would be happy to look those up for you and e-mail what I find to you.
Just contact me and let me know as specifically as you can the nature of the problem or where it resides in the
body. If it is in the books I will give you an answer, but realize that not every disease or ailment is there. She
then gives three or four positive emotions after each one to replace the negative. The Reference Guide is a
ring-bound mini-version of that chapter in the book. It includes the script for processing, a list of negative
emotions with possible positive replacements, and physical ailments with their possible emotional
connections. Heal Your Body contains only the section from the book on the physical problems and probable
causes. Lincoln A very comprehensive book in describing underlying emotional factors. The author is pretty
opinionated in his description and pretty much everything according to him comes from being in a
dysfunctional family. That may be true, but it is not the answer for everything. It is a fabulous resource
non-the-less. Here is a version with the top 50 items looked up in the full book. Note sure what the difference
is between this one and the Top Applying the Connection Take what you have collected from the four books
and then see how it might fit into your situation and the feelings that you have. Problems can now be tackled
from a couple of different directions; 1 from the physical end and 2 from the emotional end. The emotional
healing techniques that this website refers to are the best and simplest techniques that I know of. Most of them
can be used for the actual physical pain as well as for the underlying emotional triggers for the physical
ailment. Get out and explore and see where it takes you. Other Reference Books Amazon carries other great
books to do with the emotional connection to physical diseases. It would be well worth your time to check into
more possibilities if you are interested in further information.
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I also enjoy talking to people in these areas because each experience is an education. Today, there are many
different fields that anyone can investigate in order to learn about the wholistic approach to healing. Since
each individual is unique, their needs are also unique. Various fields may provide relief to some, while others
may benefit more from another field of healing. Naturopathy, naprapathy, herbology, acupressure,
acupuncture, foot reflexology, nutrition, and homeopathy are all areas that attempt to aid the person to find
relief so he can lead a more productive life. I also love history. In high school, history was my favorite subject.
I enjoy reading about the history of chiropractic. I enjoy reading the history of osteopathy. Although I am not
a homeopath, I enjoy reading about and discovering more of the history of homeopathy. It seems that during
the latter half of the nineteenth century and the early part of the 20th century, homeopathy was a very
predominate area of the health and healing field. At that time over one-fourth of all practicing doctors were
homeopaths. In fact, there were even homeopathic hospitals. History is full of examples and in many ways is a
record of the efforts people have made to improve their way of life. The field of healing is no exception to this.
Acupuncture, although it has existed and been used productively in China for many thousand of years, is now
available in the West because it offers relief from suffering in ways that some individuals had not been able to
find before. Civilized man had until recently forgotten about the beneficial effects of these. I appreciate and
applaud these individuals who are making this knowledge available to the common man. Therefore, your
thoughts affect your whole life and the physical reality around you, not just your physical body environment
but your outward environment too. Fortunately, for most people, the manifestation of their thoughts is not
instantaneous. Thoughts require lag time to become a part of our physical lives. There is usually a delay
between the time you think a thought and the time it occurs in your life. This delay time affords you time to
prepare your Self for the repercussions of your thoughts. If you think thoughts of hate, those thoughts will
become stronger each time you dwell on hate. Eventually, the thought will become so strong that it affects
your emotions. You will become emotionally irritable. You may react with anger or Self pity easily.
Gradually, the anger or related emotion will become so strong that your emotions can no longer contain it. It
then must move out into your physical body as illness or disease. From here, it may affect your whole life
reducing your productivity, driving away friends and costing you your job. The physical body is the second
line of resistance to unproductive thoughts. The first line of resistance is your emotions. The third line of
defense is those around you. All fields and studies of healing fall under this category of treating these lines of
resistance or defense. The closer they get and the farther they go to treating first cause, which is thought, the
more directly they effect permanent healing. How can we aid the body to repair itself? The speed or quickness
of repair depends on what has been learned concerning the causal factor of the illness. In order to have a
healing that is lasting we need to treat both the specific illness and the whole system. The specific illness gives
us the first indication, like a meter reading, of what is occurring both with the physical body and mental
attitudes. For example, suppose you are preparing to drive a car. You look at the speedometer noticing it reads
0 miles per hour. The speedometer gives an indication of the speed of movement of the car. Now, imagine you
have your foot on the accelerator, you press down and the car goes forward. I have discovered the cause of the
car moving forward. Upon further investigation it is discovered that the spark plugs are corroded and need to
be replaced. Accomplishing this, you find the car accelerates very well. I understand how to fix it and make it
run fast so I know the cause of a car running fast is good spark plugs. You engage the transmission, putting the
car into gear, and you hear a sound that goes clank-clank-clank. You help them to fix the transmission in order
to save yourself some money. In the process you learn all about transmissions. Your transmission is fixed and
the car runs smoother than it ever did before. They work together to cause the tires to move and propel the car.
Now I understand why the car goes forward. What is the cause? Which one of these is the cause and reason for
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the car traveling at high speed? Is the driver the cause? You can go into a junk yard and sit in a car. Put your
foot on the accelerator and see if you travel at 55 m. Are you the cause in this case? Are you the cause of
driving a working, functioning car? Does the driver determine how fast the car will travel? If this is so will
your car travel at miles per hour? Only if you possess a car that will travel that rate of speed. If we wanted to
search for original cause, we might research the early pioneers of the automobile industry. We could discover
that before the automobile was developed, the bicycle with a chain drive was invented. The older type of
bicycle with the front wheel larger than the back wheel was more like a two wheeled version of our modern
day tricycle. The earliest cars used the technology that preceded them. So instead of a transmission, these
earliest cars used a chain drive like the bicycles that preceded them. In fact, the earliest cars looked like
buggies without horses. They were referred to as horseless carriages. Instead of being propelled by a horse,
they utilized the internal combustion engine. Nowadays we refer to the power an engine develops as
horsepower which is the unit of measurement for that power. The factors that lead to the development of the
automobile began before the horse and buggy, the bicycle, and many other inventions. Your physical body is
not a car, yet, it does have many working parts. In order for you to experience health, all these parts must be in
working order and functioning in harmony with the whole system. Just as the modern automobile is the result
of over one hundred years of evolution and contains thousands of parts working together, so the human body
is a product of millions of years of evolution and product development. To perform efficiently, the body and
its constituent parts need to be in peak working order. There were hundreds and perhaps thousands of
inventions developed before an internal combustion engine could be developed to propel the automobile. Why
is a book on permanent healing presenting the history of the automobile? The answer is a car is a vehicle that
you use to move your physical body from one locale to another while the physical body is a vehicle the soul or
inner Self uses to move from one locale to another for experiencing, learning, and growth in our physical life.
There is a cause for you, the thinker, having a physical body. Evolution is this process of development. We
read the records the anthropologists discover concerning the bones and fossils of ancient man and the records
the biologists present of DNA and the genetic code. We continue to discover that the evolution of the physical
body as we use it today has been in the process of developing for many millions of years. So it is with the
automobile. The similarity is the automobile for the past one hundred years has been undergoing a process of
evolution and development to meet the needs of a developing humanity. You can abuse or mistreat your car as
you can refuse to take care of your physical body. If you refuse to drink water or some type of liquid then in a
very short time your body will not be able to perform for you, the thinker. In looking to discover the mental
cause of physical illness or dis-ease, look at the thoughts a person has about their physical body and taking
care of it. Now suppose you are given a car for the first time. You call somebody to fix it and, believe it or not,
this is the way most people are. My investigations show that cause always proceeds from a mental attitude. An
outside virus carried by someone else is the cause of your current malady. But just like the car, pushing on the
accelerator, it seems like the cause, but there is a deeper cause. You need to look at the engine. After all,
mankind has spent millions of years developing this body to be able to withstand viruses. So there seems to be
a cause, an attitude, that relates to the defense system breaking down. The last time I went to a chiropractor, he
put some needles in me and then, at the end, he adjusted my neck, never touching my back or spine. There is a
reason for vertebrae to shift out of place, out of alignment.
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In your session, I will connect with your unique inner voice by intuitively and energetically accessing the
A-Field or Akashic Field. It is the womb from which everything ultimately returns. It is the dynamic field of
all reality and the record of all that is, has ever been, and will be. These causal energies will then be deleted
from your energy field, allowing your natural life enhancing programs to come forth and making it easier for
life changes to flow and manifest. How many sessions are required to clear an issue? This depends on the
issue and your investment in holding onto it. Openness to receive healing is required and your level of
receptiveness to the process helps to determine the number of sessions required. Many seemingly difficult
dis-eases can be resolved quickly â€” sometimes in one or two sessions; others, not so quickly. Again, it is
determinant upon each individual and their level of consciousness and willingness to take action from a new
paradigm of wholeness. This process is homeopathic, which means, as the old programs are processed out of
your system, you may experience exacerbated symptoms, which may include: It offers a method of
holographic repatterning which is firmly grounded in the principles of quantum physics Bohm, Watson, Tiller,
Taggart and is based on the knowledge that human beings are comprised of an energetic system of frequency
patterns. Simply put, life experiences - trauma, pain, unresolved emotion - cause the depletion of life energy
within the subtle energy bodies that surround and interpenetrate the physical system. These non-coherent
frequencies or energies lose their optimal pulsation, or coherent state, causing the external expression of
"problems" or dis-ease in our daily life. This process returns the holographic human system to its healthy state
of being. How does a long distance session differ from an in office session? In the office, I will access your
energy field directly to identify and clear causal energies. I will use this information to intuitively access
causal information in the A-Field and then diffuse or delete those energies. You may also, for an additional
charge, request a telephone consultation following the diffusion process; regular office rates would apply. The
metaphysical historians say the alchemists were attempting to transmute the base - lower consciousness - to
the golden higher consciousness of enlightenment. His EMCS sessions aids the client to help themselves by
clearing off the lower consciousness that creates disease, thus revealing the higher, healthy wholistic
consciousness of a self realized being.
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He needed the kind of education that told him about and helped him to understand himself. For 30 years he
has been immersed in the study of Self and Mind, as well as discipline, service and teaching. In this capacity
he taught two lab classes each week for a semester. Daniel Condron has taught continuously since then, his
chosen field being development of the Mind and human potential. Condron teaches how to create peace
through the Still Mind. He uses the venue of organic biodynamic gardens at the College of Metaphysics. In
this organic-biodynamic garden, students are taught the secrets of life. Condron has taught the essentials of
knowing the mind for over 30 years. These essentials include concentration, visualization, dream
interpretation, life force-breathwork, memory and listening. Many of these are chronicled in his book
Superconscious Meditation and Permanent Healing. His Book, Permanent Healing, is the standard for
understanding the mind-body connection. Condron currently serves on the Board of Governors for the School
of Metaphysics, a c 3 not-for-profit educational and service institute of higher learning. He oversees the
functioning of the School of Metaphysics and its satellite campuses in 16 cities around the United States. He
also resides on the College of Metaphysics campus where he teaches every day. Condron is the creator of the
University of Sharing, an online campus dedicated to the ideal that to create universal peace worldwide,
sharing must be accepted universally. After 28 years of intense concentration and meditation, he developed a
Still Mind and realized the still mind is the key to developing an open heart and for being in the present
moment. Condron has been an instructor in the School of Metaphysics since Condron began supervising four
schools in Colorado including two in the Denver metropolitan area and in Ft. Collins and Colorado Springs. In
, Condron became a regional director with three schools in the Chicago area and three in the Detroit area in
adtion to this He opened schools in Kenosha and Madison, Wisconsin and in Indianapolis, Indiana. In , he was
elected President of the School of Metaphysics and served in this capacity leading the School of Metaphysics
to open branches in Dallas, Texas and Louisville, Kentucky. He improved the coursework in the School of
Metaphysics. His address was titled Permanent Healing and was enthusiastically received. The address was
based on his widely acclaimed and groundbreaking book Permanent Healing and the Quantum Mechanics of
Healing. In , he authored The Universal Language of Mind, a universal interpretation and explanation of the
book of Matthew in the Bible. In , he authored The Secret Code of Revelation, a universal explanation and
interpretation of the Book of Revelation from the Bible. The Secret Code of Revelation reveals secrets of the
Book of Revelation brought to light after years. In , he wrote The Dhammapada Intrepreted and Explained, an
explaination of the teachings of the Buddha. Condron realized that the Bible could be understood and
explained using pictures as metaphorical symbols for the true reality. Since that time, he has come to know
that pictures, symbols and pictographs are the keys to unlocking the meaning of dreams and Holy Books.
Presently, he teaches these truths daily at the College of Metaphysics and has appeared on dozens of radio and
television shows including The Today Show. Condron has supervised the construction of eight-foot tall
tetrahedrons, cubes, octahedrons, icosahedrons, and dodecahedrons of copper. Working with the faculty, staff
and students of the School of Metaphysics, he has supervised the construction and planting of these sacred
forms at the intersection of ley lines around and on the acre campus located in the Ozarks near Springfield,
Missouri. This is a higher form of ecology that actually feeds and heals mother Earth. He has discovered how
to create world sacred sites. Condrons diretion has become a scacred site. Books written by Dr.
5: The Cone Center for Living in Choice
Buy a cheap copy of Permanent Healing book by Daniel R. Condron. Someone you know will live longer and healthier
by reading this bookUnparalleled as a reference book for professionals and lay people, Permanent Healing documents.
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Beyond temporary, symptomatic remedies is the knowledge that can bring you Permanent Healing. Unparalleled as a
reference book for professionals and lay people. Permanent Healing documents years of research dedicated to
answering "why?".

7: Daniel R. Condron, M.S., D.M., D.D. - School of Metaphysics
If searched for the book Permanent Healing [includes quantum mechanics of healing] by Daniel R. Condron in pdf form,
in that case you come on to faithful website.

8: Permanent Healing : Daniel R Condron :
Many of these are chronicled in his book Superconscious Meditation and Permanent Healing. His Book, Permanent
Healing, is the standard for understanding the mind-body connection. His Book, Permanent Healing, is the standard for
understanding the mind-body connection.

9: Books by Daniel R. Condron (Author of Permanent Healing)
Description. By Dr. Daniel R. Condron. Someone you know will live longer and healthier by reading this book.
Unparalleled as a reference book for professionals and lay people, Permanent Healing documents years of research
dedicated to answering why?
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